Minutes

1. Welcome and agenda review - Dr. Joe Schroeder facilitated the meeting and reviewed the agenda for the evening.

2. April FAC meeting review and regrounding - The April FAC meeting was reviewed including exit slip feedback and question and response document - FAQ.

3. Elementary school facilities detail - Mr. Ledvina and Dr. Engel shared information on elementary school facilities detail with sheets provided for each school.

4. Elementary school enrollments and related challenges - Dr. Harvey and Ms. Shirel shared instructional challenges that arise from low school enrollments.

5. Table team discussion #1 - The FAC members engaged in table discussions based on the information they heard in the first portion of the meeting.

6. Early community survey results - Bill Foster from School Perceptions shared early results from the community survey on facilities.

7. Explore elementary school consolidation options - Table teams explored elementary consolidation options through table team discussions.

8. Table team discussion #2 - Tables were assigned two elementary consolidation options to consider and identified assets and challenges of each to consider. This was followed by a gallery walk of the items identified and table teams identified some options they thought the group should consider as a starting place.

9. Next meeting - the topics and date of the next meeting were shared.

10. Committee feedback - FAC members were encouraged to fill out feedback forms on the first meeting. The information is summarized here.

11. Adjourn - at 8:30 p.m.